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BuildDeck by BuildBlock
INSTALLATION MANUAL
This version of the BuildDeck Installation Manual was published on September 1, 2009. Changes to this
document, however, may occur without notice and users should contact BuildBlock Building Systems, LLC for the
most current printed or downloadable version at www.buildblock.com. It is the purchaser’s and/or contractor’s
responsibility to always use the most current and up-to-date version of the installation manual when installing
BuildDeck Floor and Roof Decking System panels and/or products.
This manual was designed to be used as a reference guide only. All figures, calculations, designs, drawings,
pictures and references thereto are provided as examples. All installations must be designed and
approved by the project specific Engineer of Record. This manual is not intended to be used as a
replacement or substitute for the actual training by an experienced and trained BuildBlock building professional.
Before starting any project, BuildBlock recommends that you receive proper training. BuildBlock also recommends
that you consult with a design professional trained in the discipline and familiar with the type and scope of project
to be built. Training is available by contacting BuildBlock Building Systems, LLC at www.buildblock.com or 866222-2575.
BuildBlock Building Systems, LLC believes the information contained herein to be accurate at the time of
preparation and publication. The information has been compiled using sources believed to be reliable and
accurate. Neither BuildBlock Building Systems, LLC, nor its employees or representatives make any
representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, whether arising by statute, operation of law, custom of
trade or otherwise, with respect to to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this document
or its fitness for any particular purpose, nor do they assume liability for damages or injury resulting from the
application of such information.
BuildBlock Building Systems, LLC assumes no responsibility regarding the use of its products or any other third
party products referred to in this document. It is the full responsibility of the user to comply with all applicable
regulations and building code requirements concerning the use of these products and any other products outlined
in this product manual. It is further the responsibility of the user to research and understand safe methods of use
and handling of these products. To properly comply with the building codes in your area, contact your local
distributor, dealer, or building code inspector.
Product Warnings
Many new types of treated wood products using ACQ (alkaline copper quaternary) are highly corrosive to metal
components. BuildBlock Building Systems, LLC recommends that any metal products or components should not
be used in contact with these treated lumber products unless you ensure the compatibility of your treated lumber
with the metal components. Please consult with your project engineer to specify the type and sizing of all
corrosion resistant metal connectors, anchor bolts, fasteners or other metal components. Please note that metal
connectors, anchor bolts, fasteners or other metal components will corrode and lose their load carrying capacity, if
installed in corrosive environments.
Trademarks
BuildBlock or BB BuildBlock and BuildDeck and any other drawings, symbols or marks identifying products and/or
services of BuildBlock Building Systems, LLC are registered trademarks of BuildBlock Building Systems, LLC. All
other trademarks, drawings, symbols or marks are the property of their respective owners.
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Introduction
The BuildDeck Floor and Roof Decking System was designed to provide a cost effective, safe
and easy to use deck system for the purpose of creating intermediate floors as well as pitched
and flat roofs. Further plans include design, testing and engineering guidelines for the use of
the BuildDeck system as a cost effective alternative to traditional tilt-up wall systems.
This system cuts costs by implementing light weight structural steel C channels as opposed to
the large structural steel studs common in other systems. We have accomplished this by using
high quality EPS foam molded at higher densities than competing systems. In testing, one
panel was loaded to over 1000 lbs. without failure. Additionally the steel C channels provide a
positive connection between the concrete and the ceiling element increasing the safety of the
tenants in the structure.
The BuildDeck panels are designed to be molded in the same facilities as BuildBlock ICFs. This
allows product to be shipped on the same truck to further drive down construction and shipping
costs. They are packaged in bundles similar in size to our other products to simplify storage
and handling. The steel C channels will ship from the same facility as well eliminating extra
steps to secure materials.
We have worked very hard to provide a system that adds value to your project and your
business. BuildBlock will always strive to develop this and other systems to provide the most
benefit for our clients and their customers. We welcome your comments and look forward to
better understand how the BuildDeck system promotes the growth of your business.
Warranty
BuildBlock warrants our products to be free of manufacturers defects. In the event that a defect
occurs, BuildBlock will remedy the occurrence as per the guidelines of the BuildBlock Warranty
Policy available on our website at www.buildblock.com.
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1.1 Product Features
Dovetail channels to provide additional
concrete adhesion, additionally BuildBlock
is designing custom rebar chairs that will
snap into these channels for quick
installation.

8", 10" and 12"
pre-molded heights

Large connection tongues
Self draining vents

24"
The underside of the form has
molded in, numbered cut lines for fast
fitting and easy installation.

24"

1.2 Product Specifications Overview
BuildDeck Floor and Roof Decking panels are 24" x 24", modular panels that are connected
together and placed aside one another to create a stay in place form for deck beams and
concrete caps (slabs). The forms stay in place to provide interior attachment points, insulation
and noise mitigation.

2.1 Recommended Tools and Accessories
Hand saw or shark tooth saw
Skill saw and/or table saw
Key hole saw
Drill
Grinder and/or tin snips
Hot knife or hot knife combo kit
Hammer
Framing square and speed square
Concrete trowels, floats and finishing tools
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Tape measure
Rebar bender/cutter
Shoring materials (see shoring section)
Concrete vibrators, internal and external
Foam guns, foam and foam cleaner
Work gloves
Safety glasses
Rebar tie tool
Level, laser level and/or transit
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3.1 Estimating your Panels
BuildDeck panels are modular deck panels. Each panel, regardless of height will cover four
square feet of floor space. The formula used to determine the number of panels required will
be length times width, divided by four (Area [in ft.] / 4).
EX: L x W / 4 = TOTAL NUMBER
OF REQUIRED PANELS
L
W
Keep in mind that cut sections of a BuildDeck panel may be used. For instance, if your span is
20’ – 6” long, you will need five full panels, and ¼ (6 inches) of a sixth panel. For this reason
you are able to cut one panel into four sections to complete your span, and lower the total
number of panels required to complete the floor or roof.
When calculating panels for a
pitched roof, ensure that the
number used for the length is
representative of the hypotenuse of
the triangle, not the base width of
the structure.

Distance used for Length (L) when
determining area of pitched roof.

X

3.2 Estimating Your Shoring
Many methods of shoring may function to support the BuildDeck Flooring System during
construction and curing. BuildBlock has commissioned the design of a cost effective, Engineer
approved system that we recommend. Regardless of the system you choose, it is the
responsibility of the user and/or contractor to ensure that all codes and laws pertinent to your
particular build and construction methods are followed in regard to safety and structural
integrity.
The BuildDeck shoring system consists of 2 x 8 girders supported every 72 inches by 4 x 4, 4 x
6 or metal posts running parallel to the concrete beams being formed, and 2 x 6 joists hung
from these girders every 24 inches O.C. from Simpson or other code approved joist hangers to
support the panels laterally.
This system has been reviewed and approved by a Professional Engineer as a medium duty
shoring system. Most components can be re-used for all future BuildDeck installs.
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2 x 8 Girders – Width of floor (Length [in feet] of wall perpendicular to beams) divided by six,
multiplied by length of wall parallel to beams, multiplied by two. This will give you the number
of linear feet of 2 x 8 board required. Divide this number by twelve to get the amount of 12’ 2x8
boards needed.
Formula: W/6 x L x 2
2 x 6 Joists - Length of floor divided by two, multiplied by width of floor equals linear feet of 2
x6 board required.
Formula: L/2 x W
NOTE: We recommend that you build girders in 12’ and 6’ lengths as the supporting
posts are designed to be placed every 6'. Additional lengths can be added to an end by
splicing girders with longer spacers. Many systems are commercially available to
extend post heights. Check the Ellis Manufacturing and other web sites for options.
.5" - 1.5" Spacer
2 x 8 Girder
Ellis Mfg.
Purlin Splicer

Attach 2 x 8s with
sandwiched spacers
together with (4) 16d nails
4 x 4 #2 Yellow Pine Post
(May be substituted w/ 4 x 6 or metal posts)
2 x 6 Joist, 68.5" Typical, length may vary based on
project, end row of joists will be 68.75" in length.
Version 08-31-09
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3.3 Estimating Concrete
Use the following table to calculate the volume of concrete needed per BuildDeck panel used.
BuildBlock recommends 4000 psi concrete for use on decking systems, but this will ultimately
be determined by the Engineer of Record and should not be assumed.

BuildDeck Concrete Estimation (per panel)
Height
BD-800 ( 8")
BD-1000 (10")
BD-1200 (12")

Length
24"
24"
24"

Width
24"
24"
24"

Area (ft.)
4 sq. ft.
4 sq. ft.
4 sq. ft.

Concrete (cu. yd.)
* .05111111
* .05851852
* .06037037

* Concrete volume is based on a top cap thickness of 3". Add .0122222 cu. yd. per form for each additional 1".

3.4 Estimating Rebar
Each BuildDeck project will vary in terms of steel per the design specified by the
Engineer of Record specific to the project. For this reason, calculations will be based on
their recommendations.
As a general rule of thumb, each beam will have (2) runs of rebar in the bottom, and each
concrete top cap or slab will contain a 12" x 12" grid of rebar, more than likely with #4 steel.
For estimation purposes:
5 feet of steel per BuildDeck panel used will provide an approximation of beam steel needed.
9 feet of steel per BuildDeck panel used will provide an approximation of grid steel needed.
NOTE: The beam steel and grid steel will more than likely be different sizes so take this into
consideration.
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4.1 Wall Installation
Stack BuildBlock ICF Forms to the intended “top
of floor height”. Decide if you will top mount or
side mount the BuildDeck system to your ICF or
other wall system. This will determine the height
you will cut the interior panel of the wall.
Note that steel frequency may be increased in
walls to support heavier loads as specified by
the Engineer or construction plans/guidelines.
Provide appropriate steel end length stub out
from wall if above story is to be constructed in
ICF.

4.2 Interior Wall Panel Height
After determining the mounting method for your
floor system, use a laser level or construction
level to mark the intended “bottom of floor”
height.
Bottom of Floor is determined by adding the
depth of the deck system being used and the
depth of the intended concrete cap. Subtract the
sum from the overall height of the wall (top of
floor height).

4.3 Cut Interior Panel
Once the ceiling or "bottom of floor" height is
determined, cut the interior wall panel to the
appropriate height.
The interior panel height may differ based on
project design, needs or preferred installation
practices. The goal is to make a smooth
transition between the floor and wall systems.
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When using the top mount method of installation, you will cut the interior panel flush at the “bottom
of floor” level on all sides.
When using the side mount method, you will cut the interior ICF panels running parallel with the
floor beam to 2.5” above “bottom of floor” height. (ref. sec. 4.4)The interior panels at the end of the
floor beams can be cut to “bottom of floor” height + panel height, or "bottom of floor" height + 2.5".
You may make a template of the beam cavity profile, measure where your beams will line up in
the wall and cut the end of wall panels in advance to match the beam cavity profile or place floor
panels and come back with an ICF saw to cut excess foam away from the beam cavity to match
beam cavity profile.
For our example structure, we will use the side mount method. As you can see in the picture, the
side wall and the end wall are cut to “bottom of floor” + 2.5”.

4.4 Utility Angle Placement
In order to provide a sheetrock attachment
point (if necessary) around the perimeter of
your intended ceiling (bottom of floor), install
standard light gage 2”x2” utility angle at the
marked “bottom of floor” height. Attach the
utility angle to the BuildBlock webs 12” O.C.
with #6 or #8 fine thread drywall screws
(recommended), pan head screws as well as
self tapping sheet metal screws are also
acceptable.
-2.5"
-Utility Angle
-Screws, 12" O.C.

4.5
Vertical
Placement

Girder

Supports

The girders that will make up the main support
for your shoring system will sit on a series of
posts spaced on a 72" x 72" grid. The first step
to erecting the shoring system is to install the
vertical supports along your ICF walls. The first
vertical support will be attached in the corner.
The second support will be placed 72" on
center from the ICF side wall (parallel to
concrete beams being formed), and 72" O.C.
thereafter. Your vertical supports and posts will
be "bottom of floor" height -7.5" (girder height).
Version 08-31-09

72"
7.5"

Screws apprx. 12" O.C.
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4.6 Girder Placement
Once vertical girder supports have been
securely affixed to the ICF walls, install the
first girder to the side wall.
Next, start to install the girders as the
center posts are erected.
The girders should be connected to the
posts by mechanical method such as the
Ellis Manufacturing Co., purlin splicer.

4.7 Joist Placement
After girders with attached joist hangers
are in place, drop the pre-cut joists into the
available joist hangers. These do not need
to be nailed in place, but care should be
taken to ensure there is no gap more than
1/8" between joist ends and girders.
End joists are attached to the ICF webs
with screws no shorter than 2.5", 12" O.C..
Place one screw high and one screw low
at the ends of the joist, or stagger screws.

4.8 Deck Panel Placement
Install Panels starting in one corner. If a
cut panel is needed to fit a specific beam
length, start with the male side facing out,
and make the cut on the last panel, cutting
excess from the female side. This will
ensure that concrete does not flow into the
hollow core.
The steel ceiling attachment strip can be
placed on either side of the panel so long
as every row has an attachment strip
where required.
Version 08-31-09
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Panels will interlock male to female in a
row. If using a ceiling attachment strip, it
may be easier to place one row at a time.
For smaller applications such as a small
safe room, it may be easier to assemble
rows of panels with glue on the ground
and move them up to the shoring as a
unit as the panels are very light weight.
As you place panels, take special care to
ensure that the BuildDeck seams line up
centered on the joists for optimum
support.
Depending on the mounting method
chosen for the install, the male
protrusions may be cut off the end panel
and used to plug the opposite end to
eliminate concrete waste caused by filling
up hollow cores unintentionally.
If the panels are cut to the proper length
there is no need to provide any
attachment to the ICF walls. If the
installer feels it is necessary, or if there
are gaps or alignment issues, the panels
may be attached to the ICF walls with
foam to foam, low expansion glue. Make
sure that drainage holes do not get
filled.
Continue
completing
rows
and
sandwiching the steel attachment strips
between the panels to complete the floor
or roof deck. One crew member can be
placing the bottom steel rebar in the
bottom of the beam panels as you
complete a row to prepare for tying steel.
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Once your BuildDeck panels are placed
and the bottom steel is set in the bottom
of the beams it is time to place your steel.
Concrete codes require a minimum
concrete coverage of .75" embedment
around your rebar. If the project calls for a
2" concrete top cap, make sure your
engineer has taken this into consideration.
For these applications a re-wire mesh will
be required which may lower the live load
rating as well as the span length and up
lift strength.

4.9 Steel Placement

!WARNING!

ALL STEEL DESIGN MUST BE SPECIFIED BY THE ENGINEER OF RECCORD
When working with the engineer, ensure
that your grid steel is specified on an
increment of 6", 12" or 24". This will
ensure easy placement of bottom beam
steel.
Start by placing steel that runs parallel to
the concrete beams. This steel must
span up to or past the vertical steel
bars in the ICF wall. This steel can sit on
a number of commercially available rebar
chairs. Steel wire chairs work best as they
can be pressed into the BuildDeck panels
for stability.
The bottom beam steel may be set in rebar chairs or hung from the concrete cap grid steel with
stirrups depending on the span, application and specifications of the Engineer. All steel must be
tied at each end point and each intersection with code approved fastening procedures or
mechanisms.
All steel splices must have an overlap of a minimum 40 diameters of the rebar. Bent angle rebar is
required to connect grid steel and vertical steel in walls with ANSI approved bends, appropriate
minimum overlap and code approved fastening procedures. Bottom beam steel may require bent
angle rebar as per Engineered specifications.
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When parallel concrete cap grid steel and
bottom beam steel are properly and
securely
placed
start
to
place
perpendicular concrete grid steel. This
steel must be appropriately tied,
terminated and spliced as well.
Place a straight edge across one corner
and measure the distance from the
bottom of the straight edge to the top of
the highest level of grid steel. This
measurement must be at least .75" to
achieve minimum concrete embedment.
Place a 90 degree angle rebar at the end
of each piece of concrete cap grid steel in
each direction, tying in the concrete cap
grid steel to the vertical wall steel.
This is for example purposes only. The
Engineer of record must specify final
design.
Where additional support for ceiling
elements is desired, the installer may
drive 3"-3.5" screws through the steel
attachment strip from the underside of the
system which will allow for better
adhesion between the concrete and the
attachment strips prior to pouring.
The end result will be an interconnected
steel reinforcing grid that can be designed
by FEMA guidelines to be considered
"near absolute protection" from natural
disasters when combined with the
strength of the monolithic concrete shell.
Follow all applicable codes regarding
steel placement, tying and splicing.
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4.10 Utilities Placement
Certain applications may require the
passage of drainage and plumbing pipes,
electrical conduit, vent and HVAC
plenums or various other utility items to
pass through levels. Additionally, safe
rooms will require fresh air vents that will
connect safe room space to attic space.
Work with your Engineers, designers and
contractors to ensure that you know the
proper placement of these items prior to
pouring. Cut a hole the appropriate size
for the intended item and place the item or
a sleeve or block out for the item into the
decking system. Seal all edges with foam
to foam, low expansion glue. Extra
shoring may be required around
penetration openings.

4.11 Pre-Pour Checklist
Each installer should have a Pre-Pour
checklist. This is a living document of
sorts that may grow and change based on
project needs and personal preferences.
A few items that will always be vital to
check prior to pouring are as follows:
-Check all ICF bracing for proper set up
-Inspect or install additional shoring where
needed
-Go over utility diagrams one last time
-Inspect all deck shoring for stability
-Ensure that all ceiling attachment strips
are in place
-Inspect all steel, steel splices and intersections for proper installation and concrete embedment
-Verify concrete mix ordered
-Place additional shoring in any areas of concern
-All finishing tools are present - floats, shovels, vibrators, hand tools, trowels, etc.
-All accessories are present - anchor bolts, extra lumber
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4.12 Concrete Placement
Pour ICF walls per installation
guidelines outlined in the BuildBlock
Installation Manual.
Take special care to keep edges
clean and free of concrete where the
concrete floor beams and the
concrete wall meet. If concrete spills
here and hardens, a cold joint can
form at this critical point.
Fill the walls to a level just below where
they intersect with the floor system. Do
not place a cold joint at the intersection
of the floor and wall systems.
Once the wall cavity is filled the
appropriate level, start to fill the
concrete beams. Vibrate the concrete
very thoroughly as it is being placed.
Monitor rebar to make sure that the
minimum .75" concrete embedment is
achieved on all sides of the steel.
Do not allow entrance by any person
to the underside of the floor while
concrete is being poured. Use
caution beneath floor while floor is
curing.
Continue to pour concrete, spreading
and floating as you go. Fill to the top of
floor height and finish using typical
flatwork methods and procedures.
Place any anchor bolts in pre-marked
locations as the floor is being finished,
while concrete is still wet if applicable.
Do not use heavy equipment for
finishing unless proper shoring
precautions have been taken.
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5.1 Shoring Removal
1.) To remove shoring after the 28 day
cure time has elapsed, start by removing
screws from the joists that are attached
to the walls between girders. Remove
the joists and store for future projects.
2.) Remove screws in end wall vertical
supports and end wall girder on one end.
3.) Carefully lower end wall vertical
supports to a height that will allow
removal of the first set of joists. Remove
these joists and store for future projects.
4.)Slide the first girder back by
approximately 1.5", but let it rest on the
tops of the side wall vertical supports
still. This adjustment should allow the
installer to slide one end of the joists in
the next row over and safely remove the
joists.
Once all joists in the section are
removed, lower the girder, detach posts
and store for future projects. Repeat this
step until you reach the other end wall.
Remove remaining vertical supports and
store for future projects.

5.2 Interior Finish Attachment
The steel strips installed between each
panel serve as attachment strips every
24" for sheet rock or other fire rated,
code approved finish materials. If the
finish application is a stucco or similar
product that adheres directly to EPS,
these attachment strips may not be
required but are strongly recommended.
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